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Hand-pieced quilt fashioned from fabric scraps and
feed bags, made by Eliza Arrington, ca. 1930-1939,
Wake County, N.C. From the collections of the
North Carolina Museum of History.

[9]

By the early 1930s, quiltmaking was surging. Print publications had begun broadly circulating quilt patterns, and fabric was
more widely available than ever. No longer did quilting belong to the realm of the affluent. Quite inversely the craft had
largely become one of subsistence and making do. North Carolina was a national leader in textile manufacturing [10], and
mill ends, feed sacks, and other types of easily repurposed cloth were readily accessible. Feed companies even began
using decoratively printed fabrics for their sacks to attract female consumers who would later turn the bags into garments
and quilts.

One such thrifty consumer was Eliza Helen Rogers Arrington of Wake County. Her family members were proud to own
their own cotton farm in an era when many—especially African American [11] families like theirs—had to work other
people’s land as tenant farmers or sharecroppers. She used sewing scraps as well as feed bags left over from caring for
livestock to make both “everyday” and “special occasion” quilts. After Arrington finished a quilt, her daughters would play a
game where they pointed out recognizable sewing scraps in the pattern, saying “that’s my dress, that’s your dress, that’s
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Mama’s dress, that’s the pig’s 

Photographic portrait of Eliza Arrington, from
the collections of the North Carolina Museum
of History. sack.”

For Lella Sneed [12] of Franklin County, quiltmaking was purely a craft of necessity and survival. Employed as a cook and
kitchen helper, Sneed was a busy woman who needed a warm quilt. She drew upon her resources to make one quickly,
incorporating denim from worn-out overalls, and using every available scrap of cloth to piece together both the top and
backing. She used large, uneven stitches, which attest to her haste and the difficulty of sewing bulky fabrics. Many North

Carolinians r

Close-up of postage stamp quilt, made by
Mamie Dameron, ca. 1935, Gaston County,
N.C. From the collections of the North
Carolina Museum of History.  [13]emember sleeping under stacks of such quilts in the

wintertime, the multiple coverings weighing so heavily that it nearly proved impossible to roll over in bed. “Make-do” quilts
like these and like Sneed’s saw heavy use and were less likely to be preserved or passed down to future generations than
their decorative counterparts.

Some Depression-era [14] quilters did invest the time to create showstoppers out of scrap fabric. Gaston County quilter
Mamie Dameron made a “postage stamp” quilt [13] in 1935. The piece is so named because none of its more than 11,000
pieces are larger than a postage stamp. During the 1930s–40s, competitive quilting became popular at local fairs and
through magazine contests, and women endeavored to outdo each other in the number of patches they could piece into a
single quilt.

 

 

Keep reading >>Quilting Part V: 20th Century & 1970s Revival [7]  [7]
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